Spraysafe

SPRAYSAFE, the concept of M. Scaife and F. Miller, directors of Cleveland Land Services, Eston, Cleveland. A company entitled 'Cleveland Safes' was established with the aim of manufacturing and marketing Spraysafe and a range of other safe storage workbases called Toolsafe and Fuelsafe with applications in the Agricultural, Horticultural, Leisure, Construction, Mine and Quarrying Industries. Spraysafe is a purpose built all-steel moveable storage unit (height 2.9M x width 1.82M) for on site safe storage of chemicals and protective clothing. Total storage capacity is 650 litres.

gallon fast delivery water tank and easy fill stand for back pack sprayers. Designed and manufactured using the legal recommendations of the Health and Safety Executive and the Draft Code of Practice for the "Safe Storage of Pesticide", Spraysafe now complies with this draft code and the proposed legislation for the storage of pesticide, providing a safe secure storage site. Price £1.495 plus VAT. For further information of Spraysafe, mini-Spraysafe and full range of Safestores, contact: Cleveland Safes, High Farm, Old Lackenby, Middlesborough, Cleveland. TS6 8DN Tel: (0642) 464986.

Parker's Prize

AT THE IOG Exhibition at Windsor T. Parker & Sons Ltd. ran a highly successful putting competition in aid of the British Sports Association for the Disabled whose Patron is the Princess of Wales. The course featuring a three foot slope to a tilting green was certainly demanding, however further skills were required to claim the premier prize. After holding in one the winners each received a bottle of Champagne, some 50 bottles were won, and then they had to compete a sentence, illustrating why Parkers are leading in their field.

The judging panel was chaired by John Steer who organised the competition on behalf of Parkers. The panal consisted of Mr. John Parker and Michael Fabb of Parkers together with Bill Mills Editor of the "Groundsman" and Michael Coffey, publisher of "the Golf Course".

The winning entry they chose was written by David Baker formerly assistant greenkeeper at Walton Heath and now Head Greenkeeper at Addington Court. "Parkers are leaders in total turf care services because if you sow it, grow it or mow it they are always there to help". David has won a trip for two on Concorde - well done! The BSAD have benefitted by over £400 - well done Parkers!

TACIT

THE VERY BEST IN GOLF COURSE EQUIPMENT


TACIT
Unit 3 - 3 Millers Lane,
Minks Kirby,
RUGBY CV23 ORJ
Tel: (0788) 832166

TRAFFIC CONTROL STAKES WITH SINGLE OR DOUBLE SIDED SIGNS
New range from McConnell

THE long hydraulic arms of F.W. McConnell Ltd, Temeside Works, Ludlow, Shropshire, recently unveiled a complete new range of tractor-mounted hedge and grass flails which will be of special interest to contractors and public authorities.

The six strong PA 90 Series brings in some important and totally new improvements and modifications to both arms and flail heads. The introduction of metal cladding on power arms now protects previously exposed hoses, oil tanks are lower for ease of maintenance - there is an anti-splash filler cap and return line filter now inside the tank making it less prone to damage.

The most significant innovation is the unique Automatic Head Control which McConnell are introducing to their larger machines to give operators complete control over hedging and grass cutting operations.

Extra's on the three largest machines, the PA95, 96 and 97 include, Head Float and Angle Float options, particularly useful for grass mowing. Hydraulic controls allow the head to be floated up and down over contours and electric controls allow it to follow the angles of oddly-shaped bumps. Prices range from £3450 for the PA 92 which is the 'baby' of the bunch for 50hp tractors and more - to, £5950 for the PA95 which needs a 65 hp plus tractor.

Conversion from hedge to grass cutting is simple since the same hood is used. An additional flap and changing to grass flails is all that is needed. The additional flap and changing to grass flails is all that is needed. The rotor motor can drive from left or right of the head and fits more snugly into the machine to allow close cutting around obstructions. Hard-wearing nylon flail bushes replace steel to keep weight down.

Hello Peter!

PETER HAMPTON has been appointed as Roffey Bros. Ltd's agent in the Wiltshire, Avon, Oxford, Gloucester and South Wales areas.

Peter has, over the past two years, established his own business calling on golf clubs, public authorities and other professional users, producing a range of grass machinery and sundries.

The marketing agreement with Roffey Bros. will enable Peter to provide an expanded range of goods and services, particularly the range of RBL Sportsturf Dressing, including the unique RBL Xylorganic. He will also be marketing products from leading manufacturers, such as Vitax fertilisers, May & Baker, Synchemicals and Johnsons seeds.

Peter may be contacted on Trowbridge 02214 5864.
Greenkeepers win 'Groundsman of the year' awards

MORE than 100 people attended the Institute of Groundsmanship's third annual education and training awards ceremony held in the main library of the Reform Club in London's Pall Mall on Friday 30th October 1987.

Winner of the Young Groundsman of the Year title was 21-year-old Huw Morgan, head greenkeeper of Fairwood Golf Club, Swansea. He received a framed certificate, engraved crystal whisky decanter, and a top prize of an all-expenses-paid trip to Houston, Texas, where he will be attending the GCSAA Convention next February.

Runner-up was Paul Whiting, also 21, assistant groundsman at Ranby House Preparatory School near Retford, Nottinghamshire. Paul received a £250 travel prize.

Both young men received their prizes from the TV and stage star Mr. Jimmy Jewel.

Winner of the Master Groundsman of the Year competition was Laurence Pithie (35), golf course manager of Michinhampton Golf Club near Stroud, and a prominent member of the BIGGA and runner-up in last year's competition. He received a similar prize from last year's winner of the Young Groundsman of the Year John Warner NDT. Runner-up was Graham Mapp NDT (47), sports ground manager for the Post & Mail newspaper in Birmingham. He received his travel prize from IOG Vice President Bob Corbin AH RHS.

The four runners-up in each section of the competition were presented with their framed certificates and engraved crystal by Jim Deen, group editor of Haymarket Publishing Limited, and also received book tokens and subscriptions to "Horticulture Week" magazine.

The two winners will be joining an official IOG delegation to attend the annual Convention of the Golf Course Superintendents Association of America which will be held in Houston, Texas from 1st-8th February 1988.

While in the USA they will be guests of the GCSAA at the education seminars and a celebratory banquet.

For further information tel: Richard Frost on 01 736 9328

New at Huxleys

HUXLEYS Grass Machinery have appointed two new area sales managers for their retail division at Alresford in Hampshire.

Taking on responsibility for direct sales of the company's grass, turf and grounds maintenance equipment to professional customers in Dorset, Southern Hampshire and West Sussex is Mike Read. The second sales appointment by Huxleys is Roger Barnes, with responsibility for Wiltshire, Oxfordshire and parts of Hampshire, Surrey and Berkshire.

Product ranges marketed by the company include Cushman and Huxley turfcare machinery, Royer soil and compost processors, Huxley hydraulic reelmowers for compact tractors, the Little David stump grinder and Red Rider work carts.

are you concerned with root development

Slow hard growth, a thick sward, drought resistance, soil conditioning, grass seed germination, tree planting, fine turf, land reclamation, indoor landscaping, a balanced management system, destructured soils, deep green colour, improving your soil ...

... then Farmura Environmental Products can help your management programme

Ask for details of the Farmura range of products or write for colour brochure to:

Faura Environmental Products, Stone Hill, Egerton, Ashford, Kent. TN27 9DU. Tel: Egerton (0233) 76 341
SCC LANDS MAINTENANCE LTD., Haverhill, Suffolk, offer a top quality service with the Verti-Drain that can be specially planned to suit the requirements for golf greens, fairways, bowling greens, soccer, rugby pitches and other recreation areas.

Stephen Curtis, director of the company, reports an ever-increasing demand for the Captain and Major machines. He said "Many greenkeepers are staggered by the dramatic and immediate effects achieved by using the equipment to relieve compaction". The machines are available for hire depending on each clients specific needs.

The Verti-Drain's tines penetrate the soil alternatively at a special angle and gently lever up the soil underneath to break up any panned layers to a depth of 16". The machine is uniquely designed to operate in a way that it does not damage the turf, throw up any soil or disturb surface levels.

The immediate benefits lead to rapid surface and upper layer drainage, improved aeration of the soil and more vigorous and healthier grass growth.

Verti-Drain "The Major" type 250 specification - working width 2.5m, diameter tine 3/4" - 1", working depth 8" - 16", distance between tines 5".

Verti-Drain "The Captain" type 150 specification - working width 1.5m, diameter tine 1/2" - 3/4", working depth 0-12" distance between tines 2" - 8".

Special hollow coring tines are also now available to tackle effectively those deep hollow coring jobs where earth extraction is necessary.

SCC Lands Maintenance Ltd., is a friendly family company with a well established reputation and all enquiries are assured the personal attention of Stephen and Margaret Curtis, the directors.

Divestment of Farm Machinery Business

RANSOMES SIMS & JEFFERIES have announced the divestment of its farm machinery business to the Electrolux Group where it will form part of their product line of agricultural implements. The divestments will enable Ransomes to focus management and business resources on its main activity, the manufacture and sale of grass cutting machinery. Electrolux will continue to employ a number of Ransomes employees engaged in the farm machinery activity and it is hoped that any redundancies will be minimised by taking advantage of natural wastage during the period to the end of 1989 and re-deployment to the grass machinery activity where business is increasing.

In recent years Ransomes has established itself as a world leader in manufacture and sale of commercial grass cutting machinery used by public authorities, golf courses and other professional users. Recent acquisitions have also placed Ransomes at the forefront os the domestic market for quality mowers. The sale proceeds will be reinvested in developing a wider range of products within
**Dries Out**

RUFFORD Top-dress have overcome the problems caused by a wet last winter, followed by an equally wet summer, by installing a purpose built Sand Drying Plant at their Quarry at Rufford No. Southport. The Quarry is considered to be quite unique in that it contains vast reserves of a superb grade of Silica Sand, an equally superb Soil Loam and also a large deposit of a Sandy Sedge Peat which allows the company to offer almost any variety of mixes and blends of not only Top-Dressings but also Peat and Soil mixtures for Planting etc.

The Company has only seriously entered the market this year and have already made a very significant impact by proving to be very competitive in every corner of the UK in little more than twenty four hours. Indeed so spectacular has the service proved to be that head greenkeepers have discovered that by using Rufford Top-Dress not only do they avoid double handling or storage but they can also manipulate even the worst British Weather.

Because the company own vast reserves sufficient to last for up to twenty years Rufford’s customers are assured of obtaining a guaranteed consistency of quality year in, year out.

The Company operate through a chain of Distributors such as E.T. Breakwell in the Midlands to Browns of Bristol who cover the South and Vitax Fertilisers who market Rufford in the North West.

The Company are now seeking further distributors or agents to market what they believe is very high quality, cost effective product.

For further details contact:- Rufford Top-Dress supplies, Hambro House, Bradfield Road, Urmston, Manchester. M31 1PA. Telephone: 061 747 4333.

**TO compliment the new range of informative and colourful product leaflets and new product technical data sheets, Supaturf have launched a free 48 page product guide and price list.**

This manor new ‘user friendly’ brochure has been especially designed to provide customers with a comprehensive commercial and technical information on the wide range of Supaturf products, in quick and easy-to-use format. The product guide is a fully illustrative compendium of product descriptions, packs and prices, references technical information, industry facts and figures and useful hints. The guide will be a valuable addition to every greenkeeper and groundsman’s office, specifier’s desk and buyers bookshelf. The guide is available free from Supaturf Products Ltd., Oxney Road, Peterborough, PE1 5YZ. Tel: (0733) 68384 or direct from a Supaturf Regional representative.

**New fertiliser launched**

THE news of another fertiliser introduced to the oversubscribed list of alternatives for the U.K. Turf Grass Market very rarely causes more than a minor ripple of interest these days. However, when the news is that a unique range of fine turf and outfield fertilisers are being launched for spring and summer use, that the range includes products containing the slow release nitrogen IBDU and that they are being introduced by such a major fertiliser company as Supaturf then that ripple turns into a wave of interest.

The new range, exclusive to Supaturf, are all organic based and like the majority of fertilisers containing IBDU Supaturf have detailed the exact amount in the analysis on the bag. For further details and a new product data sheet, contact Supaturf Products ltd., Oxney road, Peterborough, PE1 5YZ. tel: (0733) 68384 or a Supaturf area representative.